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Vero Beach Masonic Lodge No. 250 

From the East: 

Brethren, 

I am happy to say we have come out of our rocky start. We had our first family social, which was a great 
time and success, our next one is planned for June and will be a Bar-B-que. We also have started bringing 
our wives and significant others to our stated communications for dinner. While we were in Lodge and 
conducting our business, they remained in the fellowship hall chatting and playing a new game taught by 
Brother Senior Wardens wife Dotty. From what I hear all had a good time, so it is something we will 
continue. Looking forward, we are going to be reaching out to the members of this Lodge and encouraging 
them to come and enjoy Masonry again, we owe it to them and the craft to keep the lines open. In that vein 
I would like to challenge each Brother to replace themselves as it were, we all know someone who would 
benefit from Masonry and we would benefit in having them. I am not advocating recruiting, not at all but 
start the conversation. In February RWB Mason Russell provided us an excellent introduction to appended  
bodies, specifically the York Rite, subsequent stated communications we will be covering Scottish Rite 
,Shrine and Grotto just to name a few. We have much to do in our building and the building committee is 
working diligently to organize the work that needs to be done, that being said we will have a Lodge clean 
up on 9 April, starting at 0800 and lasting till about noon. I will be bringing the donuts. Brothers who 
haven't been to a meeting in awhile, please consider coming out and enjoying fellowship again. 

Sincerely and Fraternally, 

Bro. Lou Abreu III 

Master 

From the West: 

Nothing submitted 

Bro. Shawn Day 

Senior Warden 

From the South: Brethren, 

The Pledge of Allegiance was written in August 1892 by the socialist minister Francis Bellamy (1855-1931). 
It was originally published in The Youth's Companion on September 8, 1892. Bellamy had hoped that the 
pledge would be used by citizens in any country.  
In its original form it read:  

"I pledge allegiance to my Flag and the Republic for which it stands, one nation, indivisible, with liberty 
and justice for all."  
In 1923, the words, "the Flag of the United States of America" were added. At this time it read:  

"I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America and to the Republic for which it stands, one 
nation, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all."  
In 1954, in response to the Communist threat of the times, President Eisenhower encouraged Congress to 
add the words "under God," creating the 31-word pledge we say today. Bellamy's daughter objected to this 
alteration. Today it reads:  
"I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America, and to the republic for which it stands, one 
nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all." Section 4 of the Flag Code states:  
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The original Bellamy salute, first described in 1892 by Francis  

Bellamy, who authored the original Pledge, began with a military salute, and after reciting the words "to 
the flag," the arm was extended toward the flag.  

 The Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag: "I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America, and to 
the Republic for which it stands, one Nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.", should 
be rendered by standing at attention facing the flag with the right hand over the heart. When not in uniform 
men should remove any non-religious headdress with their right hand and hold it at the left shoulder, the 
hand being over the heart. Persons in uniform should remain silent, face the flag, and render the military 
salute."  
Bro. Larry Johnson 

Junior Warden 

Secretary Desk: 

Remember to pay your dues. The dues for have gone up to $125 plus per capital which is $35. I know the 

dues increased from $70 to $125 can be a lot for some, so if you are having ANY troubles with paying for 

your dues, PLEASE CONTACT me or any of the officers of the lodge and we will work with a payment plan 

etc. 

Treasurer Desk: 

Nothing submitted 

Vero Beach Shrine Section 

Nobles, 

In the very near future, we will be having our annual paper drive. Noble Duke does a great job contacting 

Publix’s etc to set those dates up for our shrine club. I would like to look into a fundraiser ( summer 

giveaway with a cooler, umbrella, beach items etc?) All ideas are welcomed! As a reminder our meetings are 

the first Tuesday of the month at 7:00pm. Bring your fez! Let's have a fun filled year and come up with some 

fundraisers for 2022. We need to continue to build on our membership, and the culture of the club/lodge. 

Bring your Fez! Just a reminder the second Tuesday of the month we meet for lunch at noon at Vero Beach 

Masonic Lodge. The bring your own luncheon is open to all, just not nobles.  

Fraternally,  

Noble Matthew Reuther 
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VERO BEACH LODGE Nº250 F.&A.M. LODGE 

CHARTERED ON: JANUARY 17th, 1923 

 

Stated Communications: 

First and Third Tuesdays 

Dinner is at 6:30pm and Meeting at  

7:30pm 

Practice/Instruction:  

Every Monday 5:30pm 
Masonic Lodge Address: 

1959 14th Ave, Vero Beach, FL 32960 
Facebook Page: 

https://www.facebook.com/vbmasons/ 
Website: 

www.vbmasons.com 
Email: 

VB250masons@gmail.com 
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2022 Lodge Officers: 
Worshipful Master: Lou Abreu III  

(772-202-0375)  

Senior Warden: Shawn Day Sr  

 (772-940-9015)  

Junior Warden: Larry E. Johnson  

(772-360-7898) 

Treasurer: P:.M:. Cory J. Rudder  

(502-592-4239) 

Secretary: P:.M:. Donald Murphy  

(772-766-3458) 

Chaplain: Jeff Kagan 

Senior Deacon: Matthew Hamilton  

Junior Deacon: Blake Montgomery  

Senior Steward: Michael Sosta Sr 

Junior Steward: Dane Rambo 

Marshal: P:.M:. Matthew Reuther   

Tyler: Jeremy Lynn 

2022 Lodge Committees: 
Finance: Shawn Day, Larry Johnson, Matthew 

Reuther, Bill Ringler, Mason 
Russell 

Vigilance: Cory Rudder, Matthew Reuther, Lou 
Abreu 

Petitions:  Jeff Kagan, Matthew Hamilton, Mike  

Reichenbach 

Masonic Education: Larry Johnson, Matthew  

Reuther, Dane Rambo, Mason Russell 

Lodge Mentor: Top line signer of petition  

 Board of Relief: Lou Abreu, Shawn Day, Larry  

Johnson 

Investigation: Jeff Kagan, Mike Reichenbach,  

Matt Hamilton  

Charity: : Lou Abreu, Shawn Day, Larry 
Johnson 

Lodge Property: Matthew Reuther, Cory  

Rudder, Larry Johnson  

Funeral: Filled when needed 

Lodge Instructor: Matthew Reuther 

E.A Catechism:  Masonic Education Committee 
F.C Catechism: Masonic Education Committee 

M.M Catechism: Masonic Education Committee 
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Petitions: 

-  

Studying the Entered Apprentice Degree: 

- Bryan Rutherford 

- Gerald Maloney 

Studying the Fellow Craft Degree: 

-  

Studying the Master Mason Degree: 

- Mike Nemits 

- Dane Rambo 

- Matt Hamilton 

- Blake Montgomery 
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Important Dates: 

04/05 - Stated Communication 
Dinner - 6:30pm  

Meeting - 7:30pm  

Dinner Menu -  

Masonic Education –  
Dress Attire: 

Officers – Formal 

Everyone else – Business Casual  

04/09 - Lodge Clean up 

0800-1200 

04/09 Officer meeting/Practice 

Officer meeting – 5:30pm 
Practice – 6:00pm 

04/09 - Open Books Time 
- 6:00pm 

Location - Fort Pierce Lodge  

04/18 - Officer meeting/Practice 

Officer meeting – 5:30pm 

Practice – 6:00pm 

04/19- Stated Communication 
Dinner - 6:30pm  

Meeting - 7:30pm  

Dinner Menu -  

Masonic Education –  
Dress Attire: 

Officers – Formal 

Everyone else – Business Casual  

04/23 – Masters and Wardens 
Meeting 0800-1200 

04/25 – Officer meeting/Practice  
Meeting – 5:30pm 

Practice – 6:00pm 

 

 

Sickness/Distress: 

Walter Briscoe 

Please keep these Brothers and 

their family in your prayers 
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Birthdays: 
Carl J. Broekhuis - 12th 

Rick W. Baker - 15th 

David L. Hincemon - 23rd 

Malcolm Sanderson - 24th 

                     P:.M:.Chester S. Nieman Jr - 27th 

Masonic Anniversaries: 
Raymond L. Sansoucy- 6th 

William E. McMullen II- 21st  

David J. Miller- 25th 

*denotes years in Freemasonry 
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Perpetual Members: 

 

P:.M:. Bud E. Barney 

P:.D:.D:.G:.M:. Stuart E. Bartlett 

P:.M:. Allen R. Bowman 

Blair Burns 

P:.D:.D:.G:.M:. Earl R. Cason 

P:.M:. Thomas C. Clark 

P:.M:. Frank L. Cox III 

P:.M:. Paul G. Dodson 

George M. Douglas 

Robert M. Edmonds              

Daniel W. Hardee  

Jeremy A. Lynn    

 Albert R. Hogan P:.M:. Donald R. Murphy 

 P:.M:. Dale L. Jacobs           P:.M:. Julius G. Nagy Jr. 

 Dennis J. Jacobs   P:.M:. Dean W. Pfoutz 

 John J. Joyce III Glenn W. Phillips II 

 P:.M:. Paul L. Lucas Harold R. Powell III 

 Robert A. MacGowan P:.D:.D:.G:.M:. Henry W. Ray Jr.  

P:.M:. James D. McCann II             P:.M:. Richard E. Ridge  

 David J. Miller Justin T. Russell 

 Marvin L. Miller     Fred K. Smeltzer Jr. 

 P:.M:. Richard H. Minetti   Ronald J. Spencer 

 P:.M:. Vincent W. Unrue    Steven A. DiGiorgio 

 Shawn P. Day Sr           Louis N. Abreu III 
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VERO BEACH LODGE NO. 250 F.&A.M. 
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 The Criticality of our Individual Degrees and Catechisms 

by Midnight Freemason Guest Contributor 

Bro. William H. Boyd 

Two of the most common suggestions I hear from very well-intentioned brothers who want to update or 
modernize masonry is to provide one-day classes for the degrees and to either de-emphasize or eliminate the 
catechisms. Most all who suggest these ideas also say that it's important to keep the obligations, so every 
candidate should have to learn and recite their obligations, but the catechisms, they tell us, are out of date and 
have little or no value in today's society which is being crushed by demands on our collective time. The theory 
is that a candidate's time is better spent quickly finishing his degrees (perhaps through a one-day class) so he 
can start studying masonry at his own pace, according to his own lifestyle and available time.  

I beg to differ. I not only believe that the full-form, individual degrees, and catechisms are critical to unlocking 
the mysteries of masonry and that every candidate must, in all cases receive each degree, individually, in due 
and ancient form, but must also learn and recite the associated catechisms. While I hold this as a personal 
belief, I believe these two aspects of our ritual are critical to the continuation of our craft.  

QUESTION: Is there a need or a role in our fraternity going forward for full-form, individual degrees and their 
related catechisms in today's masonry? Or have they become obsolete in their current form and in need of 
either shortening, combining, or dropping them completely? Can we make the degree process much shorter 
and much more efficient by designing new or modified methods to teach new masons?  

ANSWER: The degrees are the allegory used to portray and share masonry and symbolism is the language of 
the craft. The full-form, individual degrees and the related catechisms are the primary tools to train the new 
mason's mind to think in terms of allegory and symbols and break the mason's dependence on writing and 
reading the written word. Through the individual degrees and associated catechisms, the new mason learns to 
interpret masonic allegory and to identify and understand masonic symbols - both being necessary for a mason 
to learn and internalize masonry and its fundamental principles, and then participate in masonic 
communications with other brothers of the craft. 

DISCUSSION: Masonry likely emerged and evolved in a time before the written word, and then undoubtedly 
continued expanding through a period where only the rich and well-connected were allowed to go to school 
and were taught to read. Many believe we emerged from the ancient mystery schools in Egypt which were 
generally structured in a form similar to the very initiatic process we practice today.  

The initiatic process employed among many ancient crafts generally consisted of ceremonies where a candidate 
was imbued with necessary knowledge according to defined increments (degrees) that built on pre-existing 
knowledge or preceding lessons. The goal of the ceremonies was to bring each new member of the particular 
craft to a common level of knowledge to understand their craft and interact as an equal among craft members.  

The floor work of the degrees teaches us the allegorical lessons and symbols of masonry while the catechisms 
teach us how to see, recognize, and understand those allegories and symbols, and then how to communicate 
that knowledge. In short, we learn masonry and its tenets through the degrees and catechisms in the same form 
our long-passed brothers shared masonry and their knowledge - using only their instructive tongues to 
communicate the lessons to receptive ears.  
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Masonry has never been intended to be taught through written language or textbooks - tools that in all 
likelihood did not exist at the birth of the craft. It has in all ages been passed from one generation to the next 
through its allegory and symbols. It is critical for masons to individually experience the floor work to see, live, 
and experience the allegory, and then to learn the catechisms which are tools that train the mind to translate 
our allegories into masonic symbols, making it possible for us to understand, communicate, and teach 
fundamental Masonic principles in their true and original form.  
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Once properly instructed in the degrees and catechisms, the candidate's mind has been opened to think, 
conceive, and portray lessons allegorically, and to see, read, and understand the symbols of masonry as 
taught through the experiences of the degrees. But this education or training of the mind cannot happen if 
either the degrees or the catechisms are skipped or eliminated from the candidate's initiatic experience. If a 
candidate does not walk the floor during a degree, personally matching steps and actions to words and 
symbols, how is he then to understand the allegory such walking represents? If he does not learn the symbols 
attached to his own actions and movements through the instruction and recitation of catechisms, how then is 
he to know the heart and soul of masonry in its original, symbolic form? If candidates do not see or feel this 
cognitive value from the investment of their time and work, then perhaps my brother that is actually what is 
broken and perhaps it is that which we need to fix!  

Can masonry be modernized? Perhaps. But in a time where our brothers are increasingly demanding to learn 
more of our masonic history and principles, we must continue to provide the essence and core of masonry 
itself through its original form, as intended by our ancestors and subsequently presented to all masons who 
have traveled masonic paths before us! Our bothers seek out the writings of the great masonic authors such as 
Pike, Mackey, and others, but can they truly grasp the ideas and interpretations by those writers if they have 
not both experienced and learned the essential lessons conveyed through degrees and catechisms? We must 
teach new masons how to think allegorically and to identify, relate, and apply masonic symbols as they study 
our masonic tenets and build their own masonic edifice.  

Do we seek to become and be masons, continuing our craft and our ancestors' impressive traditions? Or do 
we seek to become a group of men who simply read and talk about how masons historically shared their 
craft? Masonry and all of its beauty and its secrets are contained in its full form within our allegories and 
symbols and it is up to us to seek them and to teach new masons how to learn and share them in historically 
due form if we are to propagate the craft and its beautiful principles into the future.  

What does this have to do with the constant bombardment of advertisers and noise? I propose we find ways  

to keep the advertisers of all kinds out of the lodge room. Unless it’s an educational presentation or 

announcement of activities, anything other than Blue Lodge can well be relegated to and stay in the 

fellowship hall or dining hall. We accomplish great things in silence, so let us make that happen in the lodge 

room with a demand to cease sidebar conversations. How many of us have witnessed a newly raised brother 

get handed a petition for the appendant bodies as he is first seated among the brethren? Why is the timing of 

this action not outrageous when the Lodge will likely close within the next half hour? We can reset the focus 

toward only allowing Blue Lodge within the tiled lodge, and discussion of other interests pushed elsewhere in 

a fraternal manner of fellowship. We can set the goal, set timely objectives, and revisit the progress often to 

make sure it happens. 

Bro. William H. Boyd was raised at Somerset Lodge #1205 in Somerset, Texas in January 1999. He has 
presided over several appendant bodies and served as Worshipful Master of Valley-Hi Lodge #1407 in San 
Antonio, Texas in 2015 – 2016 and was then selected and appointed District Deputy Grand Master for  
Masonic District #39A of the Most Worshipful Grand Lodge of Texas in 2017. Following his service as DDGM, 
he served as District Education Officer, also for District #39A. Bro. Boyd continues his service to the craft 
through administration of his “BroBill’s Masonic Education” Facebook group for Master Masons, where he 
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shares educational material and papers on lodge administration policies and procedures. You can contact 
Bro.Boyd at whboyd@gmail.com. 

 http://www.midnightfreemasons.org/2022/02/focus-within-lodge.html 


